members’ photos
‘We live in a very peaceful area, with an open paddock to one side of our house.
Our home reflects our desire to be great hosts and provide a fun environment for
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guests and visiting relatives,’ says Jacqui. What do you love about your home?
Email your photos to homes@ikeafamilylive.com
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Our interiors style is clean and modern but with a homely and
warm atmosphere. Although the walls are white and the furniture
is neutral we’ve added touches of colour to create a happy, vibrant
home. i think our home is inviting and most of our guests feel at ease
immediately. it’s also a comfortable space to raise our two children in.
i’ve made an effort to be very organised at home as this makes it so
much easier to keep it neat and clean, and makes working from home
possible. Thanks to iKEA i never fear welcoming unexpected guests as
everything has a home in a cupboard or on a shelf somewhere – our
books alone take up three BiLLY units (1)!
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Meet…

Jacqui, a creative
entrepreneur who works from
the 140m2 home she shares
wtih her husband takeshi and
sons Noah (12) and tyler (7)
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night and does double duty as a very comfortable spare bed
from time to time (2). We often have friends and family visiting
from new Zealand so having extra sleeping space is important. it
grounds the living room and looks fantastic with colourful cushions
or a throw over the arm. Most importantly the covers can easily be
removed for cleaning, which is critical with kids in the house.
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We all enjoy spending time in the open-plan kitchen and
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My
husband and i both like baking and cooking so the kitchen is one of
our favourite spots. i entertain a lot during the day in our dining area
as i host morning teas with local residents who want to brush up their
English-language skills. This is also where i enjoy playing games or
building with LEgO blocks with my kids. The French doors that open
onto our large garden from this area of the house let us enjoy the
outdoors as much as possible.
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We enjoy adding to our home and consider it a work in
progress. Having a growing family means our needs change
constantly so it’s great having the iKEA catalogue to thumb through
for clever ideas. We all use iKEA bedding and love the all-season
duvet innners and pillows. The kids have chosen bedlinen in colours
and patterns that suit their personalities (4, 5). Storage space is at a
premium in our home, like in most family homes, so we employ many
of the great items available at iKEA behind the scenes in our home.
The kids’ toys, camping gear and much more are housed in iKEA
storage units and bins in their rooms. i enjoy sewing and crafting and
recently bought a large BESTÅ cabinet for my sewing equipment and
fabric (6).
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Follow Jacqui at bloomingnihon.blogspot.com
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send your home photos to homes@ikeafamilylive.com
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